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* Colours and styles may vary.

The ultimate in luxurious cleaning 

convenience, the Valet Healthy Home 

Kit includes a high quality selection 

of hose, floor tools, brushes, acces-

sories and microfibre pads to make 

your household or office cleaning 

jobs a breeze.

Part No. vAC-149

Valet Healthy Home Kit



3200 Series Soft Grip Low Voltage Hose
High quality vacuum hose with soft grip handle and excellent flexibility.
Connect directly to any valet brush/tool or attach your Telescopic ratchet Wand.

Chrome Telescopic Ratchet Wand
The versatile telescopic wand is suitable for use with all your valet floor tools and accessories. 
easy ratchet adjustment extends the wand to suit to your height and save neding when working 
with floor tools.

Automatic Combination Tool
Designed for carpets as well as hard floors, the Automatic Combination tool has easy-rolling 
wheels and a brush pad for dislodging fluff and dirt when used either on carpet or hard floors.

305mm Hard Floor Tool
With an extra wide head for more coverage per stroke this Hard Floor Tool is ideal for hard floors 
such as polished boards, slate, cork, lino and tiles.

Mop Fringe Tool
This hard floor attachment is specifically designed to deal with heavy dust pick-up. Attaches to 
your standard telescopic wand. (For dry use only).

Deluxe Crevice Tool
The Deluxe Crevice Tool is used to vacuum into hard to reach crevices such as besides the fridge 
and behind cupboards. This model has additional air-vents to maintain air flow and pick up when 
used under cabinets or appliances.

Deluxe Upholstery Tool
Used for cleaning soft furnishings, the Deluxe Upholstery Tool helps release embedded dirt in 
furniture or rugs.

Deluxe Dusting Brush
The Deluxe Dusting Brush with a full, natural fill is designed to use on hard surfaces such as 
benches, bookcases, window sills, cornices, skirting boards.

Plastic Hose Hanger
This hose hanger allows you to keep your closets, hallways, and garage organized and secure 
without unkempt piles of hose littering the floor.  This hanger is plastic, and easily installed with a 
couple of screws.
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422mm x 502mm Mesh Caddie Bag
This mesh caddie bag helps keep all your tools in one place, saving time and frustration while look-
ing for your tools.  Caddie bags for holding accessories are a welcomed addition to any system.  
They are designed either to hang with or besides your hose, or make transportation of the tools to 
where you need them easy and convenient.

Dustup Hard Floor System with Telescopic Stainless Wand
The DustUp Hard Floor System can be used with dry pads for dusting and wet pads for polishing 
and cleaning floors. excellent for cleaning hardwood floors, wood laminate, tile linoleum, marble, 
Formica, stone, and painted surfaces. The tool’s convex shape allows dirt and debris to be cap-
tured over the entire cleaning pad, instead of just around the edges on most similar flat tools.

Supplied with the Dustup™ Wet Pad and Dustup™ Dry Pad.

508mm x 114mm Dustup™ Wet Pad
These tool pads can be used on the DustUp Hard Floor Tool for cleaning purposes where a lit-
tle moisture is needed to release dirt. ideal for cleaning hardwood, wood laminate, tile, linoleum, 
marble, Formica, stone, painted surfaces, and any other type of hard floor. The pads have a velcro 
back, making it easy and convenient to use with the Hard Floor Tool. They are washable, allowing 
for hundreds of uses per pad.

508mm x 114mm Dustup™ Dry Pad
The DustUp Hard Floor Tool can be used with dry pads for dusting and wet pads for polishing and 
cleaning floors. excellent for cleaning hardwood floors, wood laminate, tile linoleum, marble, For-
mica, stone, and painted surfaces. The pads have a velcro back, making easy attachment to the 
DustUp Hard Floor Tool. They are washable, allowing for hundreds of uses per pad.

Dustup™ Bend & Reach Duster
The DustUp Bend & reach Duster is an excellent tool for dusting hard to reach areas under your 
bed, ceilings, overhead fans, shelves, paintings, and doorways. reform the duster again and again, 
making it as versatile as it is effective. The microfiber sleeve with 1” long fibers is laundry machine 
washable up to hundreds of times and has an extension wand for simple and effective overhead 
use. The tool will reach everywhere and trap the dust and particles in its long electrostatic fur.

Dustup™ Microfiber Mitt
This extra deep pile cleaning mitts offer an extra level of protection from scratching on delicate 
surfaces. Auto enthusiasts will love the way they pick up lint and dust off a dashboard. They are 
also perfect for general dusting on leather and vinyl furnishings in your living room. The mitt won’t 
harm acrylics, plastics, or Plexiglass. The Microfiber Mitt is ideal for polishing, as you can really 
get a shine on most any hard surface, especially metallic items like chrome and steel. The mitt fits 
comfortably over your hand, offers two cleaning surfaces, and is washable. 

406mm x 406mm Glass & Granite Cloth
The DustUp Glass and Granite Cloth is the ultimate cloth for cleaning screens, windows, mirrors, 
cameras, electronic equipment or virtually any glass surface. it easily removes dust, grease, grime, 
smudges, fingerprints, and even micro particles. The cloth is washable, providing hundreds of 
uses.

406mm x 406mm Dustup™ Capture Cloth
The DustUp Capture Cloth is an exceptionally powerful cleaning tool. it is made of the highest 
grade of microfiber and has superior electrostatic qualities, which make one pass cleaning and 
dusting very simple. Due to these qualities, the cloth will instantly attract lint, dust bunnies, pet hair, 
and any micro particles. The DustUp Capture Cloth will last through hundreds of washes.
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